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June
BBC Music Magazine
RECORDING OF THE MONTH
ORFEO C895151A Tchaikovsky Manfred Symphony, 
Marche Slave / CBSO/Andris Nelsons

Concerto Choice
harmonia mundi HMC902196
Schumann Violin Concerto, Piano Trio No. 3
Isabelle Faust; Freiburg BO/Pablo Heras-Casado

Instrumental Choice
La Dolce Volta LDV19 
Mozart Piano Sonatas
Menahem Pressler (piano)



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: harmonia mundi 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: HMU807650 
Barcode: 093046765064 
MID Price 
Format: 1 SACD 
Packaging: digipack 
Stile Antico 

Sing with the voice of melody 
10th anniversary 
Stile Antico 

TOMKINS: O praise the Lord, CLEMENS non Papa: Ego flos campi, BYRD: Ecce virgo concipiet (Gradualia I, 1605), 
GOMBERT: Magnificat primi toni, TALLIS: In pace in idipsum, BYRD: Vigilate (Cantiones sacrae I, 1589), 
VICTORIA: O vos omnes, MCCABE: Woefully arrayed, SHEPPARD: The Lord’s Prayer, 
GIBBONS: O clap your hands together, CEBALLOS: Hortus conclusus, TALLIS: Gloria (Missa Puer natus est) 

To celebrate their 10th anniversary, the twelve members of Stile Antico present twelve tracks of their personal favourites, 
drawn from five centuries of glorious repertoire. Each member has written a paragraph explaining their choice and why 
they love to sing it. The official 10th Anniversary launch concert will be June 5th at Spitalfields. 

“Stile Antico has made an outstanding contribution to our international musical life over the past ten years. It has been a 
huge pleasure to watch the ensemble develop and thrive, year after year. Long may their vital music- making continue to 
flourish, opening our ears to glorious repertoire in an intimate setting. It has been such an 
exciting decade and the best is probably yet to come!” 
John Gilhooly OBE, Director, Wigmore Hall; Chairman, Royal Philharmonic Society 

“Dearest Stile Antico! Congratulations on your ten, magnificent, harmonious years! May you continue to bring your 
glorious voices in beautiful song to the world, which so desperately needs it! BRAVI!” Joyce DiDonato 

“Stile Antico are one of the foremost groups presenting early (and sometimes new!) music. Their attention to detail is 
superb, and they always bring an intense and thorough liturgical understanding to everything they do. This disc is a 
survey of the past ten years of music-making, ranging from the austere to the ecstatic. To another 
ten years, and many more!” Nico Muhly, composer 

CONCERTS: 
11th May Chipping Campden 
17th May Oxford 
22nd May Bath 
5th June Spitalfields [ANNIVERSARY CONCERT] 
6th June Salisbury 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Les Arts Florissants 
Editions 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: AF005 
Barcode: 3149028071023 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Les Arts Florissants 
Paul Agnew 

MONTEVERDI: Madrigals Vol. 1,  Books 1-3, Cremona 
Les Arts Florissants 
Paul Agnew 

This disc is the second of three volumes to appear offering an anthology of the eight Books of madrigals by Monteverdi, 
interpreted by Les Arts Florissants directed by Paul Agnew. 
Each volume will be associated with one of the cities that marked out the composer’s career: this opus dedicated to 
Cremona (extracts of Books I, II, III) takes part after the one dedicated to Mantova (Books IV, V, VI already released) and 
before the Venice volume (to be released in February 2016 – Books VII and VIII). 
Cremona is the city where one of the greatest geniuses in music grew up: Monteverdi was born in 1567 and spent his first 
20 years in this small Lombard city on the Po plain, where his musical vocation was born.  
Les Arts Florissants are the best ambassadors, who have since 2011, performed this repertoire throughout Europe; a 
vast undertaking.. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
AF003 Monteverdi Madrigals vol. 2 Mantova 
ALBUM OF THE WEEK, THE SUNDAY TIMES 
GRAMOPHONE RECORD OF THE MONTH 
BBC RADIO 3 CD REVIEW, DISC OF THE WEEK 

“Cleaner and more supple than La Venexiana, Anna thought, and younger sounding than Concerto Italiano, with nods to 
those influential L'Oiseau Lyre recordings of Anthony’s Consort of Musicke, especially when it came to engaging with the 
texts, speaking them before singing them. It pays off, the attention to detail in the text is exemplary and the expressive 
potential of Monteverdi’s writing is realised without pushing to unnecessary extremes … beautifully presented on Les Arts 
Florissant’s own label, it’s the CD Review Disc of the Week, further volumes definitely welcome here.” 
Andrew McGregor - BBC Radio 3 CD Review, 17th January 2015 

CONCERTS: Madrigali Amorosi, Madrigali Guerrieri: 
24TH MAY, London, Barbican centre, Milton Court 
The programme of the Cremona CD: 
10 DECEMBER, London, Spitalfields festival 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Wigmore Hall Live 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: WHLIVE0077 
Barcode: 5065000924782 
MID Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Ian Bostridge (tenor) 
Julius Drake (piano) 

Songs by Schubert 2 
Recorded live at Wigmore Hall, London, on 22 May 2014 
Ian Bostridge 
Julius Drake 

Im Frühling, Über Wildemann, Der liebliche Stern, Tiefes Leid (Im Jänner 1817), Auf der Brücke, Aus Heliopolis I, Aus 
Heliopolis II, Abendbilder, Ins stille Land, Totengräbers Heimweh, Auf der Riesenkoppe, Sei mir gegrüßt, 
Daß sie hier gewesen, Die Forelle, Des Fischers Liebesglück, Fischerweise, Atys, Nachtviolen, Geheimnis, 
Im Walde (Waldesnacht) 

Widely regarded as one of today’s finest interpreters of Schubert, Ian Bostridge is joined once again by Julius Drake in a 
partnership that brings eloquence, intensity and maturity to a carefully selected programme. 

From the dramatic ‘Auf der Brücke’ to the charming favourite ‘Die Forelle’, the musicians delve deep into the music and 
poetry of each and every song, as they unveil touching personal reflections through their performance. This release, the 
second volume of Bostridge’s Wigmore Hall Live series, captures the enchanting recital in the clarity and warmth of the 
Hall’s acoustic. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
WHLIVE0067 Songs by Schubert 
“Bostridge will always be a controversial singer...Yet there is equally no gainsaying his interpretative skills, finely 
deployed...Drake is in every way a superb partner...The two are at their best in the sad, reflective Der Winterabend, but 
the disc as a whole is a fine achievement.” BBC Music Magazine, July 2014 **** 

“Of course, one must be willing to enter Bostridge's world, which is now a highly familiar network of interpretative 
techniques...He's in excellent voice here and never so heedless as to be mannered...And then there's Julius Drake, who 
so clearly charts the progression of Schubert's musical thoughts.” Gramophone Magazine, August 2014 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: RCO Live 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: RCO15002 
Barcode: 814337019143 
SPECIAL Price 
Format: 13 CD + 1 DVD 
Packaging: box set 
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra 
Mariss Jansons 

Mariss Jansons Live The Radio Recordings 1990-2014 
13 CDs and 1 DVD previously unreleased 
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra 
Mariss Jansons 

After having released boxed cd sets dedicated to former chief conductors Willem Mengelberg, Eduard van Beinum, 
Bernard Haitink and Riccardo Chailly (now only available as part of the RCO Live Radio Legacy, RCO 13006), the 
Anthology-series is now brought up to date with radio recordings featuring Mariss Jansons. 
After being chief conductor for eleven seasons, Jansons has resigned for health reasons. The Royal Concertgebouw 
Orchestra's beloved sixth maestro will be succeeded by Daniele Gatti with effect from the 2016/2017 season. 
This tribute to Mariss Jansons was compiled by Daniël Esser (former RCO cellist) and Lodewijk Collette (former head of 
RNW's Music Department), the very team that was responsible for all the previous Anthologies. Drawing on the wealth of 
recordings in the Dutch public broadcasting network archives and the archives of the BBC, Deutschlandradio and 
Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg, this selection emphasises the extraordinary relationship between Jansons and the Royal 
Concertgebouw Orchestra. It mixes repertoire commonly associated with the maestro with unexpected treats, such as 
works by Gubaidulina, Varèse and Louis Andriessen. This CD set is an important supplement to the existing discography 
of Mariss Jansons and the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. 

NB 'Mariss Jansons Live, The Radio Recordings 1990-2014' is a limited edition: no more than 1.500 copies are available 
worldwide. 

FULL TRACK LISTING AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

Press quotes from previous Anthologies: 
"More Music From the Dutch Dream Team... I can well imagine this set providing as much pleasure and 
musical stimulation as its six equally nourishing predecessors. A listening experience to savour." Rob Cowan, 
Gramophone, on Anthology, Vol. 7 

"Hats off to the Royal Concertgebouw [Orchestra]: this ... crowns what is without doubt the most impressive (certainly the 
most representative) recorded retrospective of any orchestra ever undertaken on disc." 
Rob Cowan, Gramophone, on Anthology, Vol. 6 

"One cannot help being swept away by the beauties found on these 14 discs; there are only about a dozen 
less-than-stellar items among the 41 performances. Bring on Volume 6 (1990–2000), before CDs disappear!" 
James H. North, Fanfare (on Anthology, Vol. 5) 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Kings College Cambridge 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: KGS0011 
Barcode: 822231701125 
MID Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
The Choir of King's College Cambridge 
Stephen Cleobury [conductor] 

Evensong Live 2015 
The Choir of King's College Cambridge 
Stephen Cleobury 

TALLIS: Loquebantur variis linguis, Videte miraculum, PARSONS: Ave Maria, SWAYNE: Magnificat, 
GORECKI: Totus Tuus, POULENC: Quatre motets pour le temps de Noël: O magnum mysterium, 
Quem vidistis pastores dicite, Videntes stellam, Hodie Christus natus est, MENDELSSOHN: Hear my prayer, 
PARRY: Hear my words, ye people, VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Antiphon, ALAIN: Litanies 

The Choir at King’s performs evensong six times a week, in addition to Sunday eucharist or matins, furnishing the liturgy 
with music on a daily basis. This tradition has fostered many of the greatest choirs, singers and organists in the world. 
'Evensong Live 2015' is drawn from the best of the Choir’s weekly webcasts recorded during the preceding academic 
year, as selected by the Choir’s Director of Music, Stephen Cleobury. These 80 minutes provide a cross section of some 
of the everyday music-making that happens at King’s, capturing the atmosphere and acoustic of the Chapel. It serves as 
a snapshot of the choir at a specific moment in time, and presents evensong as one of the jewels of our national 
heritage, not a relic, but a living and breathing part of our culture. 
The recordings are made during real services, using a state-of-the-art recording system concealed in the roof, vestry and 
organ loft, with microphones suspended above the choir stalls and organ. Webcasts are posted every Saturday, and are 
available online at: http://www.kings.cam.ac.uk/choir/webcasts.html 

This release will be accompanied by an extensive international press and marketing campaign: 
Editorial coverage in key Church & Choral magazines, including Cathedral Music Magazine, Cathedral Voice, 
Choir & Organ, Church Times, Church Music Quarterly & Life & Work magazine. 

Key choral societies will announce the release to their audiences either in e-newsletters or on social media, including 
Royal Choral Society, Friends of Cathedral Music Society & Royal School of Church Music. 

Printed advertising has been secured with Life & Work magazine, Listen magazine, Choir & Organ and The Oldie. 
Posters will be available 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Onyx Classics 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: ONYX4144 
Barcode: 880040414421 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Joseph Moog [piano] 
Deutsche Radio Philharmonie Saarbrucken 
Kaiserslautern 
Nicholas Milton [conductor] 

GRIEG & MOSZKOWSKI Piano Concertos 
Grieg Piano Concerto in A minor Op.16 
Moszkowski Piano Concerto in E major Op.59 
Joseph Moog 
Deutsche Radio Philharmonie Saarbrucken Kaiserslautern 
Nicholas Milton 

Joseph Moog has established an enviable reputation as one of the most impressive virtuoso pianists of the younger 
generation. His catholic tastes embrace both the core repertoire and many works from its backwaters – works that were 
once warhorses, but have for no apparent reason fallen into unjust neglect. The Moszkowski piano concerto on this new 
CD is such a work. Overflowing with memorable tunes, the piano writing and indeed the handling of the orchestra marks 
this out as a very skilfully constructed work. Do not expect moments of profundity or an emotional roller coaster: just 
marvel at the fluidity and brilliance of Moszkowski’s writing. This is salon music of the highest order, and none the worse 
for that! 
Moog couples the Moszkowski with one of the concertos in the repertoire whose fortunes have not waned – the 
evergreen Grieg concerto which never fails to impress the listener. 

Adverts in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazine 

JOSEPH MOOG RECORDINGS FROM ONYX: 
ONYX4089 Rubinstein Piano Concerto No.4/Rachmaninov Piano Concerto No.3 
"impossible for you not to get caught up in the thrill of the chase….there may be more affecting Rachmaninov Thirds on 
record…but it is certainly one of the most formidable" Gramophone 

ONYX4106 Scarlatti Illuminated 
"You will delight at such enterprise and performances as finely shaded and imaginative as they are dextrous" 
Gramophone 

ONYX4126 Tchaikovsky & Scharwenka Piano Sonatas 
“[Joseph Moog] gives a strong performance: rich and lavishly varied in sound, powerful, panoramically phrased with an 
impressive command of large-scale structures…The Scharwenka…receives a performance of exceptional polish, 
authority and conviction" BBC Music Magazine 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Actes Sud Musicales 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: ASM17 
Barcode: 3149028048827 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Les Siècles 
François-Xavier Roth 

FRANCE-ESPAGNE 
Les Siècles Live on period instruments 

  
François-Xavier Roth 

CHABRIER: Espana, 
MASSENET: Suite de ballet du Cid - Castillane, Andalouse, Aragonaise, Aubade, Catalane, Madrilène, Navarraise 
RAVEL: Alborada del gracioso 

DEBUSSY: Iberia [Images] Par les rues, par les chemins, Les parfums de la nuit, Le matin d'un jour de fête 

‘The East has taken on the form of a generalised preoccupation to the intelligence and to the imagination,’ wrote Victor 
Hugo in his preface to Orientales in 1829. To the Romantics, the East was certainly much more than a geographical 
region; it was a concept, an atmosphere, composed of colour and imagery, the borders of which could never be clearly 
drawn.   

While Ravel was able to reconnect with his family roots, Chabrier and Massenet discovered Spanish music during their 
long stay in the Iberian Peninsula. With 'Iberia', meanwhile, Debussy revealed his imaginary impressions of the Iberian 
world; his only contact with Spain was a short visit to Saint-Sébastien around 1880. 

  

The works on this record, some of the finest French-Hispanic music, reveal the Belle Epoque taste for sparkling   

orchestrations and picturesque gaiety. 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Heritage 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: HTGCD290/91 
Barcode: 5060332661343 
2 FOR 1 Price 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Dame Janet Baker 
Ernest Lush (piano) 
Martin Isepp (piano) 

The Voice of Janet Baker 
Dame Janet Baker 

Through her many recordings, Dame Janet Baker’s voice has been a constant presence in the lives of millions of people, 
so it is amazing to contemplate that she last sang in opera at Glyndebourne in 1982 and retired altogether in 1989, aged 
only 56. These two compact discs take us back to the beginning of her recording career, when she was in her late 20s 
and early 30s but already an experienced, accomplished singer. Two recordings for the SAGA label were made in the 
early 1960s, both of which feature here.  The most important is perhaps the LP of English songs since she never 
returned to any of them on record. The lieder recital abounds with beautiful technique and tone. The two SAGA 
recordings are supplemented by a 1960 recital she made for the BBC Third Programme with Ernest Lush. 

CD1: SCHUMANN: Frauenliebe und Leben op.42, SCHUBERT: Heimliches Lieben D922, Minnelied D429, 
Die Abgeblühte Linde , Der Musensohn D764, BRAHMS: Die Mainacht op.43/2, 
Das Mädchen spricht op. 107/3, Nachtigall op.97/1, Von ewiger Liebe op.43/1 recorded in 1965 for SAGA 
BRAHMS: Von ewiger Liebe, op. 43/1 (Wenzig) BBC studio recital, broadcast 7/2/61 
CD2: VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Call, Youth and Love, IRELAND: A Thanksgiving, Her Song,  
HEAD: A Piper, GIBBS: This is a Sacred City (By a Bierside), Love is a Sickness, Op.44/1, 
DUNHILL: The Cloths of Heaven, Op.30/3, WARLOCK: Balulalow, Youth, HOWELLS: King David, 
Come Sing and Dance, GURNEY: Sleep, I Will Go with My Father a-ploughing, 
DUNHILL: To the Queen of heaven, FINZI: Come away, come away, death, 
It was a lover and his lass (both from Let us garlands bring, Op.18, 1942) 1963 SAGA 
BRAHMS: O wüsst' ich doch den Weg zurürk Op. 63 No. 8, Kuhler Wald Op. 72 No. 3; Geheimnis Op. 71 No. 3, 
Nachtwandler Op. 86/3, Wir wandelten, wir zwei zusammen Op. 96/2, Meerfahrt Op. 96/4, 
Standchen Op. 106 No. 1, Ein Wanderer Op. 106 No. 5, Regenlied Op. 59 No. 3, 
Das Madchen sprich, Op. 107 No.3, Madchenlied Op. 107 No. 5, Mondnacht Wo021, 
Auf dem Kirchhote Op. 105 No. 4 (Liliencron) BBC studio recital, broadcast on 16/09/60 

"Her reading of the Schumann cycle is one of radiance but also depth, the steady unfolding of heartfelt love. It is one of 
the great Frauenliebes on disc... this is a record of glorious lieder singing, beautifully accompanied with a warm-toned 
piano." Music-Web International 

"This Baker collection was and remains iconic...Her tone is honey itself and if meticulous attention to the shaping and 
articulation of the words can now at times sound precious Baker’s musicality and intelligence carry the day."  Music-Web 
International 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Heritage 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: HTGCD292/93 
Barcode: 5060332661350 
2 FOR 1 Price 
Format: 2 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Huguette Dreyfus [harpsichord] 

BACH: The Six Keyboard Partitas BWV825-830 
Huguette Dreyfus 

Eminent French harpsichordist, Huguette Dreyfus, made a set of recordings of Bach’s Keyboard Partitas for the Denon 
label in the 1980s – they were instantly cited as amongst the best interpretations on harpsichord but have remained 
unavailable for over 20 years. She is noted for her highly musical playing, allied to an enviable technical facility while 
remaining entirely faithful to the score in front of her.  The sound recording is of demonstration quality. 
The performances appear on the Heritage label, courtesy of SLG, as a 2 CD set in slim-line packaging. 
Harpsichord enthusiasts will have no need to be introduced to the playing of Huguette Dreyfus since she has been 
amongst the most prominent of French virtuosos over the past 35 years or so. She studied at the Paris Conservatoire 
and with Wanda Landowska and has since specialised in interpretations of Couperin and Bach. Many labels have 
recorded her – DG, Denon, Erato, Philips and Harmonia Mundi to name but a few. She has been an incredibly influential 
teacher and her alumni include Christophe Rousset, Olivier Baumont, Yannick Le Gaillard, Noëlle Spieth, and Jory 
Vinikour. 

"Dreyfus's fine technique and natural musicianship make me favourably inclined towards her set...Dreyfus, undoubtedly 
the best served by recorded sound, provides warm but definitely 'no-nonsense' readings with plenty of musical 
insight...my own preference lies with the ingenuous playing of Huguette Dreyfus."  Nicholas Anderson, Gramophone 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Heritage 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: HTGCD402 
Barcode: 5060332661336 
BUDGET Price 
Format: 4 CD 
Packaging: box set 
London Mozart Players / Philip Ledger 
Members of the Coull String Quartet 
Wind Players of the ECO/ Geoffrey Simon 
Strings of the LSO/David Amos 
Fine Arts Quartet 
Milwaukee CO/Steve Colburn 

The Art of the Bassoon 
Robert Thompson 

VIVALDI: Concertos RV504, 498, 472, 480 
DANZI: Three Quartets for Bassoon and Strings, Op. 40 
JACOB: Concerto for Bassoon and Strings (with optional percussion) 
DOWNEY: The Edge of Space: Fantasy for Bassoon and Orchestra     
ANDRIESSEN: Concertino for Bassoon and Wind Ensemble 
BAX: Threnody and Scherzo for Bassoon, Harp and Strings   
DOWNEY: Quintet for Bassoon and Strings* 
MOZART: Bassoon Concerto in B Flat Major, K. 191* 
*LIVE PERFORMANCES 

Robert Thompson has been at the forefront of solo bassoon playing for almost 50 years. Gathered here, in a 4- CD set, 
are recordings of concerto and chamber works which mark important stages in the development of the bassoon. Familiar 
repertoire by Vivaldi and Mozart is coupled with more esoteric compositions by Jacob, Downey and Jurriaan Andriessen. 
The Bax Threnody and Scherzo receives its first recording with full string accompaniment. 
This 4-CD set supplements Thompson’s recent highly-praised performance of Panufnik’s Bassoon Concerto, also on 
Heritage (HTGCD266), while making a significant addition to the recorded catalogue of major works written for this often 
underrated instrument. The recordings appear by kind permission of Chandos and CRD. 
Robert Thompson has enjoyed a career unique amongst bassoonists since his highly praised debut recital at Carnegie 
Recital Hall. He has appeared and recorded with many orchestras and chamber groups including the BBC Symphony 
Orchestra, English Chamber Orchestra, London Symphony Orchestra, London Mozart Players, the Coull Quartet and the 
Fine Arts Quartet. Composer Andrezj Panufnik wrote the Bassoon Concerto for Thompson who then gave highly-praised 
premieres of it in Milwaukee and London with the composer conducting.  He has recorded for Columbia, Chandos, 
Harmonia Mundi and Conifer. His recording ‘20th Century Bassoon’ was nominated for both a Gramophone Award and 
the Koussevitsky Prize for 20th Century Music. He teaches at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and gives regular 
international masterclasses. 

REVIEWS FOR PANUFNIK’S BASSOON CONCERTO (HTGCD 266): 
‘The profound intensity of the music-making shines through with great potency.’ Gramophone 
‘There is something compelling about Robert Thompson’s tone and musicianship that makes his performance 
unforgettable’. Andrew Macgregor, BBC Radio 3 
‘Thompson’s beautiful lyric tone’. The Sunday Times 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Signum Classics 
File Under: Classical/Opera & 
Vocal 
Catalogue No: SIGCD417 
Barcode: 635212041727 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Rachael Lloyd, Robert Davies & Elin Manahan 
Thomas, 
Armonico Consort 
Christopher Monks 

PURCELL:Dido & Aeneas
Armonico Consort
Christopher Monks

Purcell’s ever-green chamber opera Dido & Aeneas, its story drawn from Virgil’s epic, the Aeneid, is performed by the
Armonico Consort with an enchanting selection of soloists, including Rachael Lloyd, Robert Davies & Elin Manahan
Thomas.
Armonico Consort is one of the largest and most innovative organisations of its kind in the UK, existing to inspire
audiences with its unique programmes

Praise for past recordings with the Armonico Consort on Signum:
SIGCD289  Let The Bright Seraphim
 “... the whole thing seems suffused with light reflected from Manahan Thomas’ voice, and Steele-Perkins’ effortlessly
projected trumpet.” BBC Radio 3 CD Review

SIGCD235 Naked Byrd Two 
“...vocal lines can float, suspensions can melt and the listener can relax and marvel at the singers’ superb breath control
and rock-steady intonation ... this disc of unending delight” Gramophone



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Signum Classics 
File Under: Classical/Secular 
Vocal music 
Catalogue No: SIGCD333 
Barcode: 635212033326 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 

The Complete Songs of Francis Poulenc, Vol.5 
Thomas Allen, Thomas Oliemans, Joshua Ellicott, Catherine 
Wyn-Rogers, Ann Murray, Sarah Fox, 
Malcolm Martineau [piano] 
Lisa Friend [flute], Julian Bliss [clarinet], Simon Desbruslais [trumpet], 
Tamsin Waley-Cohen [violin] 
The Badke Quartet 

Rapsodie Negre: Prélude, Rondo, Honoloulou, Pastorale, Finale 
Le Bestiaire: Le dromadaire, Le chèvre du Thibet, La sauterelle, Le dauphin, L’écrevisse, La carpe 
Quatre poèmes de Max Jacob: Est-il un coin plus solitaire, C’est pour aller au bal, Poète et ténor, 
Dans le buisson de mimosa 
Vocalise, Quatre poèmes d’Apollinaire: L’Anguille, Carte-postale, Avant le cinéma, 1904 
Banalités: Chanson d’Orkenise, Hôtel, Fagnes de Wallonie, Voyage à Paris, Sanglots, 
Le Bal Masqué: Préambule et Air de bravoure, Intermède, Malvina, Bagatelle, La dame aveugle, Finale 

Composing over 150 works for piano and voice over a period of 44 years, the songs of Francis Poulenc remain 
consistently popular to concert audiences the world over. Varying in their individual style and character in a way that 
defies generalization, Poulenc set music to a wide range of different French poetry – both ancient and modern, and from 
the serious to the surreal. The final disc in Signum's series of The Complete Songs of Francis Poulenc features a cast of 
the finest singers of our generation, accompanied by Malcolm Martineau as well as additional instrumental soloists for 
Poulenc's larger-ensemble settings of his songs. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Volumes 1-4 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Signum Classics 
File Under: Classical/Orchestral 
Catalogue No: SIGCD362 
Barcode: 635212036228 
SPECIAL BUDGET Price 
Format: 6 CD 
Packaging: box set  
  
  
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
SIGCD360 Symphonies 1-3 
SIGCD361 Symphonies 4-6 

Mahler: Symphonies Nos. 7, 8, 9 
Philharmonia Orchestra 
Lorin Maazel 

The final box set of six discs in Signum's series of Mahler's Symphonies, performed live by Lorin Maazel and the 
Philharmonia: 

CDs 1 & 2 Symphony 7 
Sometimes called 'Song of the Night', Mahler's Seventh Symphony is a journey from night to day. An opening movement 
inspired by an evening boat ride on an alpine lake, two 'Nachtmusik' movements and a ghostly scherzo give the work its 
nocturnal quality before sunlight emerges in its jubilant finale. 

CDs 3 & 4 Symphony 8 
Mahler's mightiest symphony, often known as 'The Symphony of a Thousand' calls for huge orchestral forces, eight 
soloists, a boys' chorus and large mixed chorus. Described by the composer as his 'gift to the whole nation' it is an epic 
drama in two parts, the first a setting of a Medieval Latin hymn Veni Creator Spiritus, and the second a setting of the final 
scene of Goethe's Faust. 

Symphony No.8 Performers: 
Sally Matthews Magna Peccatrix, Ailish Tynan Una pœnitentium, Sarah Tynan Mater Gloriosa, Sarah Connolly Mulier 
Samaritana, Anne-Marie Owens Maria Ægyptiaca, 
Stefan Vinke Doctor Marianus, Mark Stone Pater Ecstaticus, Stephen Gadd, Pater Profundus 
Philharmonia Voices, BBC Symphony Chorus, Philharmonia Chorus, Boys of Eton College Chapel Choir 

CDs 5 & 6 Symphony 9 
An intensely personal work heard as both the ultimate farewell and a final homecoming. Leonard Bernstein said of 
Mahler's last completed work "It is terrifying, and paralyzing, as the strands of sound disintegrate ... in ceasing, we lose it 
all. But in letting go, we have gained everything." 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Glossa 
File Under: Classical/Chamber 
music 
Catalogue No: GCD922514 
Barcode: 8424562225145 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Amandine Beyer [violin] 
Leila Schayegh [violin] 
Jonathan Pesek [cello] 
Jörg-Andreas Bötticher [harpsichord & organ] 
Matthias Spaeter [liuto attiorbato] 

Antonio CALDARA: Trio Sonatas (from op. 1 & op. 2) 
Amandine Beyer 
Leila Schayegh 

Sonata 4 in B flat major (op. 1/4), Sonata 4 in G minor (op. 2/4), Sonata 12 in D minor (op. 1/12) 
Sonata 11 in E major (op. 2/11), Sonata 5 in E minor (op. 1/5), Sonata 8 in F major (op. 2/8) 
Sonata 6 in C minor (op. 1/6), Sonata 2 in B flat major (op. 2/2), Chiacona in B flat major (op. 2/12) 

Two former students of the Schola Cantorum in Basle, both now captivating audiences each with their individual 
violinistic artistry, Amandine Beyer and Leila Schayegh, join forces for a new SCB recording devoted to the trio sonata 
music of Antonio Caldara, and issued with Glossa. 
Though he is known now (as for much of his life) primarily as a composer of oratorios and operas, 
the Venetian Caldara made his name penning early examples of the trio sonata form; his Opp. 1 and 
2 sets were published in 1693 and 1699 respectively. 
Caldara’s Op. 1 Trio Sonatas are characterised by their contrasting use of fast and slow movements, 
those from the second set by their incorporation of dances. Yet Caldara’s melodic gift – which was to 
serve him so well in his musical posts in various Italian states, in Barcelona, and as vice-Kapellmeister 
at the Imperial Court in Vienna – is already evident in Beyer and Schayegh’s selection from his instrumental publications; 
the composer was also already noted as a virtuoso of the cello – and he 
also played the violin and keyboard, and the awareness of all these instruments is greatly evident 
in these trio sonatas. 
The continuo team here is made up of Jonathan Pesek, cello, Jörg-Andreas Bötticher, harpsichord and organ, and 
Matthias Spaeter, liuto attiorbato. Beyer and Schayegh both were taught at the SCB 
by Chiara Banchini and are continuing their connection with the school as teaching successors to Banchini. 



RELEASE DATE
1ST JUNE 2015

Label: Glossa 
File Under: Classical 
Catalogue No: GCD922513 
Barcode: 8424562225138 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Karl-Ernst Schröder [lute] 
Crawford Young [lute] 

Amours amours amours 
Lute Duos around 1500 
Karl-Ernst Schröder 
Crawford Young 

The Schola Cantorum in Basel has long championed the imaginative exploration of early music, creating 
expertly-researched programmes and encouraging superbly-performed interpretations with a close attention also to the 
most appropriate recording conditions. Such was the case with 'Amours amours amours', a disc of lute duos starting from 
music composed in the fifteenth century, recorded in 2001 by Karl-Ernst Schröder and Crawford Young and deservedly 
justifying its reissue now, courtesy of Glossa. 
The two artists – and sadly Schröder was to die not long after the original release of the recording, which continues to 
serve as a memorial for him – had delved into the world of Renaissance chansons, frottole, basses danses and tenors, 
and the known arrangements of such original vocal and instrumental works. They had conjured an eminently satisfying 
selection which demonstrated both the legacy of this widely-practiced performance activity and also Schröder and 
Young’s own improvisatory talents. 
Beginning with the early musical prints of Ottaviano Petrucci, the lutenists have made use of Francesco 
Spinacino’s arrangements as a starting point for considering two, three and four-part versions of pieces by Josquin, 
Agricola, Ambrosio and Isaac and many other composers of the time, with the theme of love – as with the disc’s title – 
wordlessly flowing through the whole programme. The recording is accompanied by illuminating notes by Martin 
Kirnbauer and the two artists themselves. 



RELEASE DATE
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Label: Muso 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: MU008 
Barcode: 5425019973087 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Stéphanie Paulet [violin André Mehler (2014), 
violin David Tecchler (1737)] 
Elisabeth Geiger [Organ André Silbermann, 
Haguenau (1730)] 

Minoritenkonvent: 
Manuscript XIV 726 from the Convent of the Minorites 

BIBER: Sonata no. 84 (Adagio) [E Major], Anonymous: Sonata no. 77 [A Major], Sonata no. 87 [F minor], 
Sonata no. 4 [D Major], VIVIANI: Sonata no. 90 [A minor], Anonymous – Sonata no. 75 [C minor], 	 
VOJTA: Sonata no. 70 [B minor] tuning: B F-flat B E, FABER: Sonata nr. 2 [E Major] tuning: B E B E 
BIBER: Sonata no. 11 [E minor], TEUBNER: Toccata no. 94 [A minor], Sonata no. 88 [D minor]	 
[NB: The sonata numbers are the numbers mentioned in the Manuscript XIV 726 from the Convent of the Minorites] 

Under the enigmatic title of 'Minoritenkonvent' hides a manuscript which is dated from the end of the 17th century and 
conserved in the Convent of the Minorites in Vienna. This manuscript comsists of a huge number of Sonatas written for 
the violin during this baroque period, either by German composers, or by composers influenced by the music and style of 
the North of the Alps, the most famous of them being HIF Biber. 

The Manuscript XIV 726 of the Convent of the Minorites in Vienna has been known to musicologists for many years. It 
reveals flourishing violin activity from the late 17th century, to the North of the Alps where a school of instrument-making 
evolved with the local sonata style, independently of what was taking place in Italy. The sonatas performed here are 
highly advanced as regards violin technique of the time; the works are virtuosic, many passages are written as 
improvised preludes. Everything is written down, yet in the style of an improvisation. 
The organ used is the only ‘positive’ (i.e. placed on the floor, unlike organs in lofts) of the organ builder André Silbermann 
that still exists, restored in 2011 to its original condition and possessing an exceptional sound. 

After a first disc devoted to Guillemain, MU004, released in 2012, Stéphanie Paulet, first violin of Laurence Equilbey's 
Insula Orchestra scores a hit with this project that reveals the flourishing violin activity in the late 17th century to the 
North of the Alps. Accompanied by a ‘positive’ organ of exceptional sound quality, her violin sings, leaps and makes us 
vibrate through the aural beauty of this disc, enhanced as it is by quite simply magnificent sound engineering. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
MU004 GUILLEMAIN – Amusements/Stéphanie Paulet/Aliquando 
"The performance throughout this varied collection matches the brilliance of Guillemain’s writing...The delivery is stylish 
without being fussy, from players who are clearly attuned to Guillemain’s soundworld. Excellently recorded, this is a 
fascinating insight into the late French Baroque." Performance: ***** / Recording: ***** 
Jan Smaczny – BBC Music Magazine (March 2013) 
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Label: La Musica 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: LMU003 
Barcode: 3149028069020 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Alexander Paley [piano] 

Rameau: Suites, Livre II
Pièces de clavecin avec une méthode pour la mécanique des doigts [deuxième
livre]
Alexander Paley

La Música presents the second release in Moldovan pianist Alexander Paley's series of recordings of Jean-Philippe
Rameau's Suites for harpsichord. Works featured here are from the second book of suites: in D and E. 
Paley's inner vision of the music of this 18th century French composer focuses on its originality and demonstrates how
Rameau opened up new horizons for the composers that followed. Lovely, limpid contemplative playing.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
LMU002 Suites Bk 3 / Alexander Paley
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Label: Edition Records 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: EDN1060 
Barcode: 5065001530661 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: slipcased 
Tom Poster [piano] 

Tom Poster: Light and Shade 
 

BEETHOVEN: Sonata in D Op. 28, SCHUMANN: Waldszenen Op. 82, 
CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2 in B flat minor Op. 35, JANACEK: Narodil se Kristus Pán 

'Light and Shadows' is a major statement by internationally acclaimed British pianist Tom Poster. Intent on achieving a 
balanced musical life, Poster manages a busy career as a soloist, chamber musician and self-described ‘occasional 
composer’, seeing him work with some of the UK’s most celebrated soloists, chamber groups and orchestras as well as 
featuring on soundtracks to some of Britain's most popular films including the recent Oscar-winning 'The Theory of 
Everything'. 
This new disc, his first for Edition Classics, comes after an incredibly busy few years for Tom in which he has worked with 
an unusually extensive repertoire both as a soloist and chamber musician. His previous disc, 'In Dance and Song', a 
programme of miniatures (Champs Hill Records), was released to rapturous critical acclaim. Described as ‘a marvel’ by 
The Herald, Tom's performance on this remarkable new disc provides evidence of his virtuosic mastery, control and 
musicianship. With the release of 'Light and Shadows', a new home at Edition Classics and an ever busy concert 
schedule, there’s no doubt that we will all be seeing a lot more from this outstanding musician. 

"‘This disc was an opportunity for me to perform a programme that was balanced, thought through and offered listeners 
contrast. I chose one of Beethoven’s most relaxed and radiant sonatas juxtaposed with one of Chopin’s darkest and most 
intense works. To balance I decided to perform Schumann’s magical Waldszenen, a comparative rarity, a work of beauty 
and mystery, shadows and half-lights." Tom Poster 

“Ravel’s G major Piano Concerto was a treat from Tom Poster, who gave an incredibly satisfying account of this 
wonderful work. He revelled in the jazz elements, bringing them off with flair and vitality. It was an exciting account of the 
solo part, and he was the ideal counter for the exoticism and languid world of the slow movement.” Classical Source, April 
2014 (Barbican Hall Concert review)  

"Tom Poster makes a haunting virtue of inwardness and refinement. His sound is warm and beguiling (Shura 
Cherkassky’s lament that too few pianists care about sound could never be levelled at him). His velvet-tipped sonority, his 
colour and nuance make something very special of the Gluck-Sgambati Dance of the Blessed Spirits and Ravel’s 
Pavane, while in Schubert’s G flat Impromptu his fluidity and balance between vocal line and rippling accompaniment are 
exceptional virtues." Gramophone (album review) 
http://www.tomposter.co.uk/reviews/ 
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Label: Aparté 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: AP107 
Barcode: 3149028059922 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Tristan Pfaff [piano] 

Piano Encores 
Tristan Pfaff 

GERSHWIN: The Man I love, BRAHMS: Hungarian Dance No. 1, SIBELIUS: Valse triste, 
WAGNER: In das Album der Fürstin Metternich (Album Leaf), de FALLA: Ritual Fire Dance,  
KABALEVSKY: Variation on a Russian Folk Song Op. 51 No. 2, CPE BACH: Keyboard Sonata in B minor, 
ALBENIZ: Tango from España, GRIEG: Til våren (Lyric Pieces) Op. 43, 
GOUNOD: Marche funèbre pour une marionnette, DEBUSSY: Clair de lune, SCRIABIN: Etude Op. 2 No. 1, 
PUCCINI: Foglio d’album (Album Leaf), SCHUBERT: Moment musical Op. 94 No. 3,  
TCHAIKOVSKY: Valse sentimentale, CHOPIN: Nocturne Op. 9 No. 2,  
PROKOFIEV: Montagues and Capulets ‘Dance of the Knights’, 
JS BACH: Prelude BWV 999, MOZART: La Tartine de beurre (Bread and Butter), 
SCHUMANN: The Poet speaks from Kinderszenen, SATIE: Gymnopédie n. 1 

The encore, an end-of-concert ritual, is always highly appreciated by the audience. In a way, through them the listener 
gets to know the artist a little better, as encore choices reveal taste and personality. Thus, pianist Tristan Pfaff interprets 
above all pieces he loves: from the Baroque era of Bach to music of the 20th century by Prokofiev and Kabalevsky, a 
very broad musical horizon is proposed. Popular song is also present with Gershwin's 'The man I love', in its piano 
version. 
Here, after two discs – one devoted to Liszt, the other to Schubert, Pfaff follows one of Schumann's numerous bits of 
advice inscribed on the score of his 'Album für die Jugend': 'Nothing great can be achieved in art without enthusiasm'. 
With this disc, recorded in very few takes, Tristan Pfaff, whose greatest pleasure is to play onstage, gives us a   

succession of encores… beloved works offered as gifts to the audience.  
 

ALSO AVAILABLE:  
 

AP019 Liszt Piano Works   

“Tristan Pfaff is clearly a name to watch and his dexterity must be the envy of many young pianists…a fine disc.” Jeremy 
Nicholas, Classic FM Magazine, September 2011 

AP065 Schubert, Sonata in G, Wanderer Fantasy (4/5) **** 
  

“Pfaff draws a rich sound from his instrument, impressing with a very wide tonal palette” 
  

Guy Weatherall, Classical Music – August 2013 
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Label: Delphian 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: DCD34155 
Barcode: 801918341557 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Red Note Ensemble 

John MCLEOD: Moments in Time 
Red Note Ensemble 

The Song of Icarus - for violin and piano 
The Song of Dionysius - for percussion and piano 
A Moment in Time - for violin, clarinet, cello and piano 
The Song of Phryne - for clarinet and piano with pre-recorded tape 
The Song of Leda - for cello and piano 

Increasingly acclaimed at home and abroad, Aberdeen-born John McLeod’s music bears all the hallmarks of exuberant 
colour and precisely imagined fantasy that his early associations with Lennox Berkeley and Witold Lutoslawski would 
lead one to expect. Recorded during the composer’s 80th birthday year and released to mark Red Note Ensemble’s new 
recording partnership with Delphian, this landmark collection brings together McLeod’s four mythological ‘songs’ – 
powerful dramatic scenes in which instruments are elevated to voice-like expression – and a further work which 
crystallises the theme of a single moment with a long expressive ‘shadow’. The extraordinary chamber musicians 
gathered here, two of them Delphian solo artists of long standing, display unequalled virtuosity and passion on a disc 
which is sure to confirm Red Note as among the UK’s premier contemporary music ensembles. 
Red Note Ensemble is Scotland’s contemporary music ensemble, commissioning and performing new music from 
Scotland and around the world. The Ensemble was founded in 2008, and draws its members from the deep talent pool of 
Scottish new music expertise. Red Note is Associate Contemporary Ensemble at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland in 
Glasgow, an Associate Company of the Traverse Theatre Edinburgh and Associate Ensemble of the Sound Festival 
Aberdeen. In 2013 the ensemble made its Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival debut with an acclaimed 
three-concert series including the UK premiere of James Dillon’s 'New York Triptych'. 

"Music with colour and energy, both imaginative and idiomatic" The Times [on John McLeod] 

"Red Note is the most adventurous and versatile new musical outfit in Scotland" 
The Herald, June 2013 
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Label: Convivium Records 
File Under: Classical/Chamber 
music 
Catalogue No: CR029 
Barcode: 700153370127 
MID Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: cristal 
Maria Camahort Quintet: 
Maria Camahort [guitar, arrangements] 
Violeta Garcia [violin, voice] 
Laura Ruhi-Vidal [soprano] 
Sergio Serra [cello] 
Pablo Dominguez [percussion, guitar] 

Iberian Colours: Spanish Composers & Traditional Music
Maria Camahort Quintet 

MOMPOU: Song and Dance No.7, Song and Dance No.8, Cantar del Alma
Catalan Traditional Song: La Presó de Lleida
TOLDRA: Canticel, GASULL: Suite for cello and guitar, Quartet Breu: Lullaby 
Chano DOMINGUEZ: Pa mi niño 
Maria CAMAHORT: Poema de la Soleá, La Cogida y la Muerte
FALLA: Homenaje: Le Tombeau de Claude Debussy 
GRANADOS: Danza Oriental - 4.42
Spanish Traditional songs – collection by F. García-Lorca - Las Morillas de Jaén, El Café de Chinitas 
 
'Iberian Colours' is a journey through the relationship between Spanish Classical repertoire and influences from Iberia’s
traditional music.  Traditional music has long been an important source of inspiration for many Spanish composers: de
Falla, Mompou, Granados, Albéniz, and Toldrà, to name a few. More intensely since the end of the 19th-century—and
especially through the 20th as a consequence of Musical Nationalism—Spanish composers have been inspired by the
lyrics, melodies, rhythms and harmonies of traditional music. The guitar dominates this heritage as you might expect.
The Maria Camahort Quintet was established in November 2011 out of the desire to increase possibilities in chamber
music. Guitarist Maria Camahort arranges the repertoire and leads this project created alongside four other talented
musicians. The Quintet has already performed at some of the top venues and festivals such as Kings Place and the
Purcell Room. Their debut album ‘Iberian Colours’ is a representation of the vibrancy of Spain in sound, bringing to the
audience the musicality, flavour and the histories that are held in the music of Spanish composers.
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Label: Eloquentia 
File Under: Classical/Choral 
Catalogue No: EL1544 
Barcode: 3760107400444 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Ensemble Obsidienne 
Emmanuel Bonnardot 

Concert Celeste 
Ensemble Obsidienne 
Emmanuel Bonnardot 

Lux hodie, Orientis partibus, Hec est Clara dies, Salve festa, Letemur gaudiis, Christus manens, Collocaret, Stephanus, 
Natus est, Lux opta claruit, Recette de saugé, Orientis partibus, 
Roman de Fauvel: J'ai fait nouveletement amie, Douce Dame debonaire, Bon vin doit, 
Gloria ad modum tubae, Nowell, Laudiam l'amor divino, Verbum caro factum est, Riu riu, 
Uns kompt ein Schiff gefahren, Nova nova, Nova vobis gaudia, Et enim sederunt, Sederunt principes, 
Saint Loup, Sainte Colombe, Video coelos: Alleluia, Communion, 
Anonymous: Stella nuova'n fra la gente, Reges Tharsis, Angelus, Ante luciferum, Kyrie, Crudelis Herodes 

This disc follows the musical journey associated with the construction of medieval cathedrals, particularly those of the 
ecclesiastical province of Sens, France. The repertoire spans several centuries from Gregorian neumes to the polyphony 
of the Renaissance. Residents of Sens since 2009, Ensemble Obsidienne breathe new life into the Gothic period and 
restore the ancient sounds of the mass to a modern day audience. 
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Label: Stradivarius 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: STR37014 
Barcode: 8011570370143 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Wind Projekt Ensemble 
Patrizio Esposito [conductor] 

R. STRAUSS La musica per fiati / Music for Wind Instruments 
Sonatina in F Major AV135 “From an Invalid’s Workshop” for 16 wind instruments 
Sonatina in E flat Major “The Cheerful Workshop” for 16 wind instruments 
Wind Projekt Ensemble 
Patrizio Esposito 

From the liner notes by Cristina Cimagalli: 
"An ‘Indian summer’: by general agreement that is how music historians today describe Richard 
Strauss’s final creative period, one extending from 1942 until his death in 1949. In the warmth of 
that unexpected ‘summer’, the elderly composer – by then in his 80s – brought into being masterpieces 
such as the 'Metamorphosen' for 23 solo strings and the 'Vier letzte Lieder' for soprano and orchestra. 
And, alongside those works, he also produced the two Sonatinas for winds, in F major and 
E flat major. 
In the Imperial Germany of the decades bridging the two centuries Strauss had been regarded as 
a composer of the very front rank, but he had seen his fame diminish considerably during the 
Weimar Republic of the 1920s. On the one hand, his works were no longer accorded the triumphant 
receptions of the pre-War period; on the other, his rejection of the more advanced musical idioms, 
after the harsh sonorities of his operas 'Salome' (1905) and 'Elektra' (1909), had isolated him from the 
younger generations of composers, who ceased to look up to him as a role model... 
Strauss used to call the works of the present recording “superfluous music”; in other words, simple 
exercises both for himself as a composer and for performers wishing to improve their ensemble 
technique. But in spite of his own modest claim about their worth, he plainly took a lot of trouble 
over their composition. We not only find continuous motivic interplay, even in dense contrapuntal 
combinations, but also notice that in both works he connects the first and last movements through 
clearly identifiable thematic elements." 
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Label: Stradivarius 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: STR15002 
Barcode: 8011570150028 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Mauro Tortorelli [violin] 

Nino ROTA: For solo violin 
Mauro Tortorelli 

Capriccio-Fantasia, La strada, Lo sceicco bianco, Prove d’orchestra, La dolce vita, 
Le notti di Cabiria, I Vitelloni, Giulietta degli spiriti: la ballerina del Circo Snap, 
Il Gattopardo: Mazurka, Boccaccio ‘70, I clowns, Otto e mezzo: passerella finale 
TORTORELLI: Fantasia in Rotazione 

From the liner notes by Bruno Moretti: 
“The success of a instrumental elaboration for solo instrument of a work originally written for orchestra is based on three 
assumptions: the vital force of the original material, the creativity of the transcriber and the virtuosity of the performer... 
Now, to imagine a transcription for solo violin of some of the most famous soundtracks of Nino Rota, may seem like a 
dangerous challenge. It must be said at once that the first of the ingredients already provides in itself a guarantee: in fact, 
all of the material chosen by Mauro Tortorelli for this reworking, apart from the single exception of the Mazurka from 'Il 
Gattopardo', by Luchino Visconti, comes from the long and fruitful collaboration with Fellini. From a first listen you will be 
struck by the ingenuity with which all the thematic material is treated, adapted and transformed for the solo violin. 
The general structure of these elaborations is not random: at the beginning and end are two songs that have the 
respective role of Introduction (track 1 Capriccio-Fantasia) and final (track 13 Fantasia in Rotazione), which give to the 
whole structure its own formal unit. The eleven titles that are divided between these two poles constitute a sort of suite in 
which the “Mazurka” from Il Gattopardo constitutes a small interlude with ironic and playful character...” 
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Label: Stradivarius 
File Under: Classical/Instrumental 
Catalogue No: STR37020 
Barcode: 8011570370204 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 CD 
Packaging: digipack 
Patrick Gallois [bassoon] 

Patrick Gallois: Solo 
Patrick Gallois 

Olga NEUWIRTH (b.1968): Torsion, for bassoon & CD 
Pierre BOULEZ (b.1925): Dialogue de l’ombre, for contrabassoon & electronics 
Luciano BERIO (1925-2003): Sequenza X 

From the introduction by Pascal Gallois: 
2015 is the year I wanted to mark in honor of Pierre Boulez’s 90th birthday. My professional career began by working for 
Boulez in 1981. [...] Now, in 2015, we have the opening of the Philharmonie de Paris. 
Pierre Boulez’ ongoing combat at the heart of public life, arts and media, for almost seven decades, is exceptional in 
history of music. This solo CD is the reissue of three majorworks of the repertoire. Dialogue de l’ombre double by Pierre 
Boulez for bassoon and electronics, that I wanted to record alongside the Sequenza XII for solo bassoon by Luciano 
Berio and Torsion for bassoon and CD by Olga Neuwirth. Berio was a friend of very beginning and has created a quite 
revolutionary approach to the bassoon. We were able to work together for almost ten years before the world premiere of 
Sequenza XII, in June 1995, while in November of the same year I created the version of Dialogue de l’ombre double for 
bassoon and electronics. [...] 
Olga Neuwirth’s piece « Twist» is directly influenced by Boulez and Berio. I met the composer in Paris while working on 
his first projects at IRCAM in the early 90s and played Dialogue and Sequenza for her. Olga immediately adopted the 
new techniques of Sequenza which she used in radically different ways, from using violent glissandos in the upper 
register like cries of despair to “Berio tremolos” in a more dramatic way. 
With Dialogue de l'ombre double, Boulez stage-manages the bassoon in a ritual incantation while Olga Neuwirth asks the 
bassoonist to journey through the labyrinths of Daniel Libeskind’s “bold” architecture. Boulez conducted the works of 
Olga Neuwirth with major orchestras such as the London Symphony Orchestra and the Vienna Philharmonic. 



RELEASE DATE
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Label: Bel Air Classiques 
File Under: Classical/Opera & 
Vocal 
Catalogue No: BAC118 
Barcode: 3760115301184 
NORMAL Price 
Format: 1 DVD 
Jean-Sebastian Bou [Claude], 
Jean-Philippe Lafont, 
Roberto Ferreira, 
Laurent Alvaro, Remi Mathieu, 
Philip Sheffield 
Maïtrise, Chorus & Orchestra. Opéra de Lyon, 
Jeremie Rhorer 
DVD / 2h03 

Thierry ESCAICH:Claude 
book by R. Badinter, Olivier Py director, Daniel Izzo choreography 

In 2010, Thierry Escaich composed his first opera, 'Claude', on a libretto by Robert Badinter after Victor Hugo’s 'Claude 
Gueux', was premiered at the Opéra National de Lyon in March 2013, earning high praise from the critics. 

Composer, organist and improviser, Thierry Escaich is a unique figure on today’s music scene and one of the major 
representatives of the new generation of French composers. Following in the tradition of Franck, Messiaen and Dutilleux, 
and not refusing the contributions of popular music or elements of sacred inspiration, Escaich’s music bears witness 
above all to a powerful sense of formal architecture that plunges the listener into the heart of a superposition of original 
sound worlds. 
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Giacinto SCELSI: Suites 9 & 10 per pianoforte 
Suite no. 9 – Ttai per pianoforte 
Suite no. 10 – Ka per pianoforte 
Sabine Liebner 

Giacinto Scelsi, who never saw himself as a traditional composer, developed various production methods over time. 
Whereas he initially generated sounds and formal ideas that were then worked out by a professional composer into 
actual compositions, he sought direct access to the sound of the music in his later creative period. He sat at the piano 
and created music ex improviso in the here and now. Scelsi called this “the method of an inspired roll of dice”. But how 
should the inspiration be retained? Scelsi found the solution in recording his improvisations on a tape recorder and then 
letting others transcribe them as accurately as possible into musical notation. Scelsi described his own role in this way: “I 
would even like to be described as a ‘postman’ – the one who sometimes receives messages, which he then delivers.” 
Though Scelsi had studied Western philosophy intensively and also felt at home in the Roman Catholic Church, his world 
view was nevertheless grounded in his encounter with the Eastern mysticism found in Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, and 
Zen. This spiritual orientation is also expressed in the subtitles of three of his piano suites. 'Ttai', as Suite n. 9 is called, is 
based on the 11th symbol tai from the I Ching, the Chinese Book of Changes. 'Tai' signifies peace. 
Scelsi prefaced the printed score with these words: “This suite must be listened to and played with the greatest inner 
calm. Nervous people, stay away!” 
Scelsi’s Suite n. 10 is titled 'Ka'. The printed score states that ‘ka’ has several different 
meanings; the principal one is essence. In Sanskrit, 'ka' is an interrogative pronoun, meaning 
'who?' or 'what?. It refers to something unnamable, unspeakable, which is hidden behind all 
appearances. 
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Alvin LUCIER: Broken Line
Trio Nexus

Carbon Copies (1989), Risonanza (1982), 
Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums (1980)
Broken Line (2006) for flute, piano & vibraphone written for Trio Nexus

Alvin Lucier (b.1931) is the great American poet of acoustic phenomena. He has a keen sensitivity to
the way objects vibrate, the way sound waves travel to our ears, and to the way our brain processes
those vibrations. Trio Nexus is a Berlin based ensemble specialising in New Music.
'Carbon Copies' seeks the recreation on musical instruments of sounds recorded in the environment.
Here, the musicians prepare the piece by making their own 15-minute recordings “of any indoor or
outdoor environment.” These are then played back simultaneously. The musicians then mimick the
environment which they hear on their instruments; then the recording is faded out and they continue to play via looping,
or by anticipating, delaying, truncating or elongating the sounds at will.
'Risonanza' takes the central idea to find an object that can be excited by sound such that it responds
with a sound of its own, as though becoming, in the composer’s words, a “non-breathing player,” a
fourth member of the ensemble.
'Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulum' has the concept that electronic sounds –
what Lucier calls a “slow sweep oscillator” which makes a slow, continuous glissando movement –
excite the skins of four large bass drums, causing them to vibrate and to set in motion extremely light
pendulums suspended in front of them. As the bass drums begin to vibrate under excitation from the
oscillator, the pendulums begin to swing, as if by magic, more or less actively, gently striking the
drumhead in a regular rhythm.
'Broken Line', written for Trio Nexus, is about as close as Lucier has ever come to writing chamber
music in the traditional sense. The piece consists of a series of flute glissandi spanning the intervals of a semitone, major
second and minor third respectively. Vibraphone and piano play long tones during the glissandi, creating either unisons,
octaves, or fifths and twelfths against the flute lines. Because the flute tone is continuously in motion this has the effect of
creating beats – audible “wah wah” patterns in the sound. These gentle rhythmic fluctuations – which appear of their own
accord without the performers needing to do anything – are like the flickering of a candle in the wind.
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